
IT CAN 
HANDLE 
ANYTHING YOU 
THROW AT IT. 

865B Automatic Bag Closing Machine

Apples. Potatoes. Pears. The new 865B reliably bags just 
about anything. With a more powerful motor, more safety 
features, lighter weight and an updated control system, the 
865B is an even harder working workhorse than you’re used 
to. Which is saying something. 

Typical Applications
• Vertical Packages
• Horizontal Packages
• Produce in Wicketed Baggers
• Roll-Stock Baggers
• Ice 
• Candy
• Tortillas

Specifications 
Height  30”*
Width  25”*
Length  29.5”*

*Without printer and with standard printer reel. 

KWIKLOK.COM

“At Wada Farms Potatoes, we have experienced the 
reliability and durability of Kwik Lok’s closing solutions 
for over twenty-five years. Once again, Kwik Lok has 
created an unparalleled and e�icient closing system that 
can stand up to the tough environment in our sheds.” 

Kip Yeats
V.P. Fresh Operations Wada Farms



865 Automatic Bag Closing Machine

CLOSURES
Kwik Lok manufactures three styles of bag closures for use with 
the 865 Automatic Bag Closing Machine. Closures are produced in 
various plastic thicknesses enabling Kwik Lok to handle a wide range 
of package types, weights, and sizes. The closures can be printed with 
price, date, and/or code information by printers mounted on the 865 
to permit in-line printing as the bags are being closed.

PRINTERS
883 X
897 G
904 C
905 C
915 C

STANDS
867 A/B
887 A-F

CONVEYORS
1083 FB
1083 NB
1083 TA

BAG TENSIONERS
1082 J4
1082 L8

Our line includes a full range of printers, stands, conveyors, slicers and 
bag tensioners compatible with the 865 Automatic Bag Closing Machine.

Various plastic thicknesses (in red) handle a wide range of package types, weights and sizes.
Closures can be printed with price, date and/or code information. 
Available colors vary with plastic thickness:  .030" – 7 colors     .045" – 3 colors     > .045" – white only
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MODELS
865B A is the “standard” 865 model which can be used for wicketed
baggers, roll stock baggers, hand feed, and Kwik Lok 1083 take o�
conveyor.

865B B has an extended feed belt attachment, permitting the gear
belt to extend 9 inches past the front of the machine. The Model B is
required for use on baggers where the Model A cannot mount or where
two operators are hand feeding the machine.

865B C has a bridge structure connecting the drive and idle belt sides
of the machine. This allows the exit end of the closing head to be
completely open and unobstructed. The Model C is designed to close
bags that are too light or have large bag necks that will not clear from
the standard Model A machine. The Model C can also be used for
products that are contained and cannot drop down from the machine.

865B D combines the elements of the Model B and Model C.
The Model D has an extended feed belt attachment along
with a bridge structure connecting the drive


